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Bible Lies or Science Lies; they both can’t be right!  Hang in until the end for explosive illumination. 

                                                                                                                                                               Yahowah Times 

Genesis 1:14-16 Elohim Created Two Great Lights 

(mow’ed)  
[maw-ore' = Luminary H3974 p-root ‘owr to be light] 
The Mowed appears 223x and by the Moon we Know the Appointments 
 

Job 25:5  Even if Moon Does Not Shine | has no Brightness  
no sun    [ʼâhal p-root Clear Shine H166] 
 

Job 31:26  Moon Precious Walking in Brightness H3368 
sun   [Sun contrast ‘owr vs shemesh mistranslated?]  
 

Psalm 121:6 Moon Smites by Night / Sun Strikes by Day  
sun     [nâkâh = lightly or severely H5221] 

 
 

Psalm 136:9 Moon and Stars Rule By Night  
sun in vs 8 (re Gen 1:16)  [memshâlâh = dominion H4474] 
 
Ecclesiates 12:2  Moon Not Darkened - Sun Light Moon Stars All 
 [châshak – darkened as “withholding light” H2821 p-root] 
 
Isaiah 13:10 Moon Will Not Shed Light  - All Stars Sun Moon 
sun   [châshak for sun and nâgahh H5050 for moon is cause] 
 
Isaiah 30:26 Light of the Moon as Sun and Sun 7-Fold Bright 
sun  [according to science 1,000,000 luminary increase moon…uhhhh?] 

 

MOON 
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CARD 2 

Isaiah 60:19  Moon No Longer Gives Light 
sun            [châshak H2821 for sun and nâgahh H5050 for moon] 
 
Isaiah 60:20  No More Need for Moon’s Light 
sun  [sun bôwʼ to go moon ʼâçaph H622 gather or remove] 
 
Ezekiel 32:7  Moon Won’t Give H215 Light H216 
sun covered w/clouds   [2x ‘owr after moon H215 and H216] 
 

Joel 2:10  Sun & Moon Darkened 
sun    earth quake heavens tremble stars diminish 
 
 

Joel 2:31  Sun Darkened Moon Turned Blood dâm H1818 
sun   [before the great and awesome day of the Lord] 
 
Joel 3:15  Sun & Moon Grow Dark & Stars Withdraw Shine 
sun   [heavens and earth shake in next verse 16] 
 
Matthew 24:29 Sun Darkened Moon Will Not Give Its Light, 
sun   stars fall and the heavens will be shaken  
 [G1325 x  2 dídōmi give give]  JESUS Quoting Isaiah 13:10 
Next vs 30 All Tribes see Jesus coming on the clouds in His Glory 

MOON 
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CARD 3 

Mark 13:24 But Those Days Moon Will Not Give Its Light 

sun darkened [ἀλλά al-lah' = objection and G1325 x2 dídōmi]   
vs 27 interesting here (elect location furthest heaven) JESUS 
 

Acts 2:20  Sun into Darkness & Moon into Blood [Joel 2:31] 
sun 
 

1 Cor 15:41 Independent Glory of the Moon (One & Another)  
sun  [not terrestrial]  (makes differentiation of light very clear) 
 

Rev 6:12  Moon Like Blood (Sun Black Sackcloth of Hair) 
sun  [megas seismos | gínomai cause to be "gen"-erate] 
 
 

Revelation 8:12 A Third of the Moon Struck (Sun & Stars) 
sun   [defies science idea of why waning and waxing] 
 

Revelation 21:23  Great City No Need for Moon’s Light 
sun [states directly both sun and moon shine G5316 phaínō] 
 

Joshua 10:12-13  Sun and Moon Stood Still about a Whole Day 
sun  [speaks directly to Yahowah in victory over Amorites] 
 

Habakkuk 3:11 Sun & Moon Stood in Place 
sun   [confirming Yehowshuah 10:12-13] 
 

MOON 
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CARD 4 
 
 
Psalm 72:5 They shall fear You As long as the sun and moon 
endure, throughout all generations.  
 yârêʼ, yaw-ray'; a p-root; to fear; to revere; to frighten: be  
    afraid, dread, reverence, terrible. 
 

Psalm 72:7  In His days the righteous shall flourish, and 
no sun   abundance of peace, until the moon is no more.  
 
Psalm 104:19 Appointed Moon to Mark the Seasons (mowed) 
Sun         After [sun knows its going down yâdaʻ, yaw-dah';  

 

a p-root; to know (properly, to ascertain by seeing)] Figurative?  

Psalm 8:3  When I consider Your heavens, the work of Your 
fingers, The moon and the stars, which You have ordained,… 
 [vs 1-4 to put in context – out of mouth of babes infants] 
 

Psalm 89:37  It shall be established forever like the 
moon, Even like the faithful witness in the sky.” Selah 
 [vs 35 God cannot lie – sworn by His Holiness] 
[ʻêd, ayd witness testify – moon independent Great Light] 
ayd-ood-cation (play on the p-root) 

MOON 
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CARD 5 
 
Jeremiah 31:35 Ordinances of the moon and the stars for a 
sun        light by night 

Ezekiel 46:1  Open Gateway of Inner Court on New Moon 

Luke 21:25  Signs in Sun, Moon and Stars 
 [men’s hearts failing next vs for powers of heavens shake] 
 
Deut. 4:19  Don’t Worship or Serve Sun Moon Stars 
Deut. 17:3 Israelites Served & Worshiped Sun Moon Host 
 [stone them outside the gates which commit abomination] 
 
 

2 Kings 23:5 Removed Idolatrous Priests who Burned Incense 
to Baal Sun Moon Constellations (KJV Planets) and the Host of 
Heaven 

 

Psalm 148:3 Moon Sun & All Stars of Light Will Praise Him 
 [defies science planets get light from sun—wander stars] 
 

Isaiah 1:13-14  “I hate your new moon festivals and your 
appointed feasts, they have become a burden to Me; I am 
weary of bearing them. 

MOON 
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CARD 6 

 

Isaiah 66:23  All Flesh Worship the Lord from New Moon 
no sun    to another and one Sabbath to another looking 
 upon the corpses of men who have transgressed Yahowah 
@ the time of New Heavens & New Earth  

 
Jeremiah 8:2 “They shall spread them before the sun and the 

moon and all the host of heaven, which they have loved and 

which they have served and after which they have walked, which  

 

 

they have sought and which they have worshiped. They shall not be 
gathered nor buried; they shall be like refuse on the face of the earth. 

 
Isaiah 24:23  Then the moon will be disgraced and the 
sun       ashamed; for the LORD of hosts will reign On Mount 
Zion and in Jerusalem and before His elders, gloriously. 
 

Revelation 12:1 Now a great sign appeared in heaven: a 
woman clothed with the sun, with the moon under her feet, 
and on her head a garland of twelve stars. [Lamp to Feet…think 
grasshopper of earth think] 

MOON 
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CARD 7  
 

Hosea 5:7  New Moon Will Devour Them 
Deut 33:14  Choice Produce 
Song 6:10  Beautiful as Full Moon 
Numbers 29:6  New Moon 
I Sam 20:5-34  New Moon 
2 Kings 4:23  New Moon 
Neh 10:33  New Moon 
Psalm 81:3  Full Moon 
Proverbs 7:20  Full Moon 

 

 
Ezekiel 46:6  Offerings on New Moon 
Amos 8:5   New Moon 
Colossians 2:16 New Moon 
Genesis 37:9  Bow Down to Joseph (Pay Obeisance) 

 Ironically the world follows a NO-MOON System for time. 

 The scripture doesn’t say anything about observing the month of Tishri in 
the OT, much less counting backwards.  The month named to start is Abib. 

 Calculations are now hundreds of years in advance, but only work with 
rules of postponement!  Scripture teaches to observe the acceptable year 
of Yahowah. 

 Isaiah 1.14 Your new moons and your appointed feasts times (MOW’ED) my 
soul hates: they are a trouble unto me; I am weary to bear them (NASA). 

MOON 
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Ok fellow moon-stars (moonsters), assuming you made it this far?  
Let’s shine some son-light on something I really don’t see people 
taking into consideration when trying to figure out the calendar. 

First let’s admit that nobody has it figured out.  Even the so-called 
illuminated who control the calendar worldwide are deceived—track 
smartly as they may.   

Secondly, plug these little tidbits of puzzle pieces into your notions of 
knowledge and see if you don’t start having revelation popcorn?  I can hear 
people throwing things already.  Just remember I am trying to help.  Do you 
know how many times I had to go back to the drawing board to end up at 
this point on the starship travels?  If you want to see how far one can really 
go, I suggest you check out my 666 Revelation flow—YHWH is amazing and 
science is quite devilish indeed with their 216 Magick Square & Magic 8-Ball 

 
 
 
 

 
ONE: You can’t make the old (original) calendar work because the Stars didn’t 

stop when the sun and moon did.   Joshua 10.13   
 

Stars kept going.  This put off things by half day.   
Two words for stood still and stayed.  But stars aren’t mentioned. 

Now there is an offset of .5 / 360 = .00138889 off from stars…hmmm? Thinkle Thinkle little grasshopper! 
 
The verse points to the sun twice.  Why not moon twice and why a different word.  Consider verse 12 
telling sun and moon where to be.  Map this.  It’s not that everything stopped.  Stars didn’t stop!  Bing 
bing lights on? 
 

 
TWO: Now in Isaiah 38.7 and 8 the moon and sun get separated.  2 Kings 20:9-11 
 

Separation of moon and sun from stars and then sun and moon.  All out of sync.  
 
Pieces: Under reign…If Hezekiah King Passover 13 man 1 Kings 4:7 is that twelve-month time?  Was he 
celebrating late on the 2nd Passover Count?  Was he fostering unity between north and south kingdoms? 
This could be the change that comes after.    Also 12 trees in revelation grow each and every month.   
 
This could be like the whole 12 and 13 tribe thing; disciples, pillars…etc etcetera et al. 
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So first both great lights lose time then sun loses time! 
 

Three: Now concerning the Ahaz Dial, Isaiah cries for ten degrees!  
 
.02777778 

10/360 = .02777778. Note degrees not time really.   Angle mangle calculations. Could be some angular 
momentum issues here. There is annual inequality now as there was not in the beginning.   They were 
equal in the beginning.   
 
This could make Jesus 12 hours comment makes sense as to what it originally used to be John 11.9   
 
At that 716 bc time they added intercalated days or months to 13 months  
These calcs work with syndiotic  
 
13th King | 13th month | 13th tribe | Hmmmmm? 
 
Add One change to the other change for your base differential? 
.0138889 to .02777778 = .04166668 
 
Moon short 5.63305 and sun over 5.242 off 360.  Some balance here  
10.875055 
 
 
 
 
 
10.875055 / 360 = .03020849 
 
The alteration of momentum and speed? 
 
No 13th month in prophecy!?  
 
Ahaz was Solomon time so 970ish would be when 13 month comes to play every 3 or two years.   Ahaz 
story doesn’t say how long the ten degree took to return but interesting that he added 15 years to 
match the degrees per hour?  Hmmmm? 
 
Since Babylonia captivity no one can keep the days right?  The sun moon and stars are still predictable to 
the T but something happened to the tracking of the Sabbath(s).  Either the way is lost, hidden, or these 
changes explain the problem. 
 
The feast appearance command is to appear before Yahowah 2 times, and not just about land.   This 
hasn’t happened since the ark disappeared?  
 
2 Maccabees 2:4 Jeremiah his arc? 
 
Paul Kept feast in Phillipi Acts 20.61? 
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You can’t break what can’t accurately keep right?  And clearly there was rebellion in Israel.  Maybe this 
is why the terminology Jews Religion and Jews Feasts are used?  
 
Could Jesus have kept it perfect….even then so?  Hmmmmm?  And is this why everyone even has a hard 
time demonstrating the exact timeline of The Passion?  Personally I believe Jesus kept it perfectly, and 
it’s just a matter of how to piece this altogether, as The Testimony of Jesus Christ is the Spirit of 
Prophecy. 
 
Jeremiah 33.20.  21.   
 
Time has not been altered.   Only that which marks it.   So the counts we think we know we don’t know.   
 
However, if the days were to be calculated exactly every year the same then there would be no need for 
the instruction in leviticus 23.15    Why would you need to count the days?  
 
360 days and not 52 weeks for a 364. 
 

FOUR: There are 3 days of time before sun moon and stars in Genesis, 
so maybe people just don’t know how to start the count. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Stars kept moving while two greats still and stayed.   Then all kept moving while sun was turned back.   
The distance of turning back is the same distance moon may have continued to move forward.    
 
10 degrees, if in real time, would have allowed noon to progress 10 degrees the other direction in which 
a .5 one way resulted in a .5 in another.  So, convert the degrees to time, and also figure out if you are 
dealing with an inversion on two accounts: one is obvious and the other is dimensional of at least the 4th 
kind.  
 
Let’s try.   10/360 = .02777778 in percentage of degrees to a decimal = X amount of time.  24/360 = 
.06666667  ah heck.  Where have I seen that before? Please see the “666 Revelation” 
                      360/24 = 15 * 2.7777778 = 41.66667  here we go again ^ 666 ^ 
 
15 degrees per hour = .25 degrees per minute.   
 
Makes me think of Mark 7.7 / Isaiah 29.13 when I hear the cries of science coming from the pulpit of the 
churches—mixing and mangling the scripture.  But of course, the Sabbath is the Sun-Death as was it not 
prophesied!  And the blind lead the blind into a ditch. 
 
Luke 23.44 sun stopped shining for three hours.  Temple veil torn in two! 
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The celestial of heaven are witnesses.  Not things on earth like barley.  Science doesn’t even have the 
moon in the right context.  Certainly, the Giant Impact Theory is a super lame explanation of what is a 
perfect light counter—indeed the things people believe.  Yet I am stupid because I literally believe the 
moon is a light.  Look up tonight my friends and tell me what you see, the sun reflecting, or the moon 
smiling at thee? 
 
Zechariah 14  Here comes the light and the Kingdom of God.  I mean once you get it, well it’s all over 
the text.  So brothers and sister, follow what you can based on what is happening in Jerusalem since 
that’s what will be practiced when Jesus returns.  That is the Jerusalem of the Father and Son.  Do your 
best to be led by the spirit and worship in spirit and truth.    
 

[Rev 21:21-23 KJV] 21 And the twelve gates [were] twelve pearls; every 
several gate was of one pearl: and the street of the city pure gold, as 
transparent glass. 22 And I saw no temple therein: for the Lord God 
Almighty and the Lamb are the temple of it. 23 And the city had no need of 
the sun, neither of the moon, to shine in it: for the glory of God did 
ILLUMINATE it, and the Lamb [is] the light thereof. 

So much for the so-called illuiminati’s allegorical mystical interpretation of 
the Scripture, using the black moon and satanic times to rule the world. 

 
 

In short what I am trying to say is the sun moon and star worshipping Never 
A Straight Answer mystery-religionists will be illuminated by YHWH and 
bow to Jesus Christ in the end, and I personally can’t wait—sayin’? 

Now maybe this: 

[1Ti 6:20-21 KJV] 20 O Timothy [& O’ Christianity], keep that which is 
committed to your trust, avoiding profane vain babblings, and oppositions 
of science falsely so called: 21 Which some professing have erred 
concerning the faith. Grace with thee. Amen.  


